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THE CHALLENGES

Communicate better and differently
The Montmorency City Hall has set itself the objective of 

diversifying both its content and its communications. With this in 

mind, the use of video format was an obvious choice! 

Strengthening community links
This strategy aims to put forward municipal agents, events and even 

citizens to better communicate with the global city community. The 

aim is to inform, reassure and above all strengthen ties.

THE CLIENT

Montmorency City Hall
The Montmorency city hall informs 
and supports more than 21,000 
inhabitants on a daily basis.

"Video has become important and an essential part 
of social media. It is an effective communications  
medium."

Christophe
Communications Officer
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THE SOLUTION

Kannelle to enliven community life

The Montmorency city hall understands that efficient and rapid 
content production is essential to guarantee success on social 
networks. So, the Comms team chose Kannelle’s solution to produce 
videos quickly. The Kannelle app especially saves them a lot of time 
thanks to its ease of use and intuitive interface.

"I edit videos in 20 minutes, Kannelle makes my job easier."

Kannelle offers a wide range of scenarios that can be adapted to any 
situation. And the automated editing function makes it possible to 
create effective communications in record time! 

In addition, filming is optimised. Several video projects have been 
produced, such as interviews with residents, videos highlighting the 
city's services, or news videos of Montmorency...

The feedback from residents has been very positive, and they 
appreciate the fact that the city hall is showcasing their fellow 
citizens and telling their stories on video.

"I am very satisfied with the support offered by 
Kannelle."
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Communications Officer



THE EXAMPLE 

Video portraits of some of the city's talents 

The Montmorency Town Hall has launched a series "Montmorency’s 
got talent". Each episode portrays a resident of the city who has a 
particular talent. Isn’t this great to make you feel proud of your 
town?

[What happened to them? #2] Mila Rousseau

"We launched the “Montmorency’s got talent” 
series to showcase the most talented residents and 
inspire the rest of the community."
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Christophe
Communications Officer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65TeAdod2Iw&ab_channel=KannelleAppKannelleApp


Kannelle, the video solution for all!
Kannelle is a complete solution dedicated to business video 

creation. With the Kannelle app, available on iOS and Android, any 

employee can create a professional video in 15 minutes. Its main 

features are:

 

●  A library of customisable business video scenarios

●  Assisted filming

●  Automatic edits using the company's visual identity

●  Automatically generated animations and subtitles

 

Our solution also includes a web-based platform to manage users, 

visual identities and custom scenarios to ensure that every piece of 

content is on brand. Finally,  Kannelle’s Love Office is there to 

inspire and support you.

 

With Kannelle, video is simple and accessible to all, without 

specific skills!

Contact us
📱  +33 (0)1 84 60 02 66 💌 hello@kannelle.io 🛸  kannelle.io/en/

mailto:hello@kannelle.io
https://kannelle.io/en/



